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Why Lyra's Geometry?

Lyra's geometry refers to a modification of standard general relativity proposed by the  
Norwegian physicist Gunnar Nordström in 1914.

This modification introduces an additional tensor field, called the "Lyra vector," which interacts
with the gravitational field. 

Tensor field is a more generalised form of both vector and scalar. Tensor calculus create a
multilinear mappings between vector fields.

Unlike in general relativity, where gravity is described solely by the curvature of spacetime, in
Lyra's geometry, both curvature and torsion (associated with the Lyra vector) contribute to the
gravitational field equations.

In Lyra's geometry, the metric tensor 𝑔_𝜇𝜈 is modified to include an extra term involving the Lyra
vector field 𝐵_𝜇 with a scalar field 𝜆:



What is Torsion Tensor?
 Measures the asymmetry of the

connection. It tells us if the connection
has any "twisting" unlike “curvature” in

the spacetime by Ricci/curvature tensor.

Torsion is odd under parity, it must
be represented by an odd-rank

tensor

F(t) gravity and F(t,B) gravity is a
connected theory including both

curvature and torsion



OUTLINE OF RN BLACKHOLES WITH LYRA’S GEOMETRY

The Reissner-Nordström black hole is a solution to the equations of Einstein's general
theory of relativity with an electromagnetic field. 
Mathematically, it is described by the Reissner-Nordström metric, which characterizes
the spacetime geometry around a charged, spherically symmetric black hole.
In this modified theory, the gravitational field equations are altered by introducing an
extra scalar field ϕ into the theory involving lyra’ geometry. 
The motivation behind Lyra's idea was to unify gravity with electromagnetism within
a geometric framework.

Sen and Dunn and W.D.Halford proposed a modification to the Einstein field equations by
incorporating a scalar tensor theory of gravity which was named as Lyra’s scalar field,



 
The generalised Reissner metric can be written in the format of lyra's metric for a spherically
symmetric system,

Comparing both the equations, we will replace B(r) as e^λ and A(r) as e^ν later in our
calculations. By considering the Lyra's field equations and assuming exponential terms for the
electromagnetic and gravitational potentials (e^λ and e^ν, respectively), expressions for
these terms are derived. 

This leads to the derivation of the modified metric for the Reissner-Nordström solution. 

Introduction



Mathematical
aspects of RN
blackhole
For Christoffel’s symbols we will use,

After calculating the values of christoffel’s symbols, we
place them in Ricci tensor formula to get the ricci
matrix which will be later used in modifying the
einstein field equations ,

Putting B as 𝑒^𝜆 and A as 𝑒^𝜈 to get the following
derivatives, 𝐴′=𝜈′𝑒^𝜈, 𝐵′=𝜆′𝑒^𝜆 , 𝐵′′=(𝜆′^2)𝑒^𝜆+(𝑒^𝜆)𝜆′′
to use in the Ricci matrix as shown in the next slide.



 The Ricci tensor 𝑅_𝜇𝜈 in terms of λ and ν.



Simplifying
lyra’s

field from
least
action

 Considering the least action for lyra’s field as given in D.K.Sen’s paper,

where 𝛼 is the constant parameter and 𝜆 is the lagrange multiplier, 𝜙𝑖𝜙𝑖 is the sum of
squares of components of scalar field 𝜙.

By considering 𝜕𝑠/𝜕𝑔𝑖𝑗=0, we get the modified Einstein tensor,

Now by putting 𝐺𝑖𝑗 as (𝑅−2∧+ℒ𝑚) and 𝑇𝑖𝑗 as 𝜆(𝜙𝑖𝜙𝑖−𝛼^2) and a bit more simplification,

On the initial scalar conditions given R=0 when 𝛬=0,,



The Faraday’s tensor using 𝐹𝜇𝜈=𝜕𝜇𝐴𝜈−𝜕𝜈𝐴𝜇 and initial conditions 𝐴0=𝑄/4𝜋𝜀_0𝑟, 𝐴𝑖=0 ,

Using  in 𝑇𝜇𝑣=(1/𝜇0)[𝐹𝛼𝜇𝐹𝛼𝛽𝑔𝜈𝛽 − 1/4(𝑔𝜇𝑣𝐹𝛼𝛽𝐹𝑎𝛽)] we get,



Modified Field Equations

where r is the radius of metric and a,n depends on coupling between gravity and electromagnetism.
As per our assumptions, i) No vacuum energy ii) Charged point singularity iii) Static, spherically symmetric, the components of
each of the scalar potentials are;

Therefore the modified field equations using the above conditions are,

Let,



Computing the Modified
Reissner Nordström metric

Dividing the first two equations of the modified field by 𝑒^𝜆 and 𝑒^𝜈 and doing some simple calculations we can get,

Let, the constant 𝑎0 and 𝑎1 related to the gravitational potential and electromagnetic force respectively are considered
as;
𝑎0=𝑘0𝑀, where k0 represents a dimensionless constant and this expression contributes to the mass term.
And, 𝑎1=𝑘1(𝑄/𝑅)^2, where k1 is a dimensionless constant relating to the electromagnetic term.

Let, 𝜆(𝑟)=𝐴𝜇= 𝐴0=𝑄/4𝜋𝜀0𝑟 , 𝜕𝜆/𝜕𝑡=0,𝜕𝜆/𝜕𝜙=0,𝜕𝜆/𝜕𝜃=0, 𝜕𝜆/𝜕r=0

and, 𝑣(𝑟)=𝑉𝜇=𝛼𝜙 , where, 𝛼 is the coupling constant, 𝜕𝜈/𝜕𝑡=𝛼, 𝜕𝑣/𝜕𝜃=0,𝜕𝜈/𝜕𝜙=0, 𝜕𝜈/𝜕r=0

By replacing the values of 𝑒^𝜆 and 𝑒^𝜈 the modified Reissner Nordström metric in lyra’s geometry is as follows;



Comparing the Modified RN metric to the original RN metric

We will take e^ν as 1/e^ν' to compare it with the original format of the RN blackhole.

Both metrics contain terms related to the charge Q, radial coordinate r, and angular coordinates θ and
ϕ but the gravitational terms get hidden.

The modification in the provided metric includes terms of scalar fields a0  and a1 , which do not appear
in the standard Reissner-Nordström metric. But on reducing the metric on particular conditions we can
get back the outline of the original metric .

The coefficients multiplying the dt^2 and dr^2 terms in the provided metric are inversely proportional
to the terms in the standard Reissner-Nordström metric. This suggests that there are differences in
how time and radial distance are scaled in the modified metric compared to the standard metric.



Geodesic Equations for
modified RN metric

Using the general geodesic equation,

therefore the geodesics of the modified RN are,



Phase space analysis
of the geodesic

The stability analysis was
performed by evaluating the
eigenvalues of the Jacobian
matrix at each critical points.

The presence of eigenvalues
with negative real parts
indicated stable equilibrium
points, while eigenvalues with
positive real parts indicated
unstable equilibrium points.

Complex eigenvalues
suggested oscillatory
behaviour.

For computing the radius of
the charged RN blackhole;



Charge
Analysis

Now we will take three cases of different test charge and keep r, k0 and k1 as constant.



Coupling constant with
changing parameters

In the previous slides we have looked at the assumptions of 𝜆 and 𝜈 to be gravitational potential and electromagnetic
potential respectively. The vector potential was assumed as 𝜆(𝑟)=𝐴𝜇=𝑄/4𝜋𝜀0𝑟 and scalar gauge field as 𝜈(𝑟)=𝑉𝜇=𝛼𝜙 ,
where 𝛼 is the coupling constant and both 𝜆 and 𝜈 are functions of r and relations between 𝜆 and 𝜈 determines the
value of 𝛼 and to analyse the conditions.

From these four conditions, it’s observed that when gravitational potential is more than electromagnetic potential
then coupling constant is very less and vice-verse, and secondly when the distance r was large means when it’s far
from horizon 𝛼 was very less and gradually increased we move towards the singularity and in the last case the
coupling constant 𝛼 suddenly jumped to a very higher value with a large exponential suggesting the coupling between
gravitational potential and electromagnetic potential is very high near the singularity.



Geometrical modifications

Parameters and constants

Additional Scalar Field

Rising values of the metric components for the modified RN blackhole



Quantum Corrections in RN metric

By EFT the Einstein-Hilbert action is modified with taking 𝜇 as energy scale, 

Correspondingly, the modified metric is

with the following functions





SUPERSYMMETRIC RN BLACK
HOLES?



Grassmann Algebra

Superspace

Supersymmetry

SUSY RN Blackhole

v ∧ w=−w ∧ v , (u∧v)∧w=u∧(v∧w),
u∧(v+w)=u∧v+u∧w , {1,ei ,ei∧ej,

ei∧ej∧ek,…,ei∧ej∧�∧en} where the exterior product
are vector, bivector, trivector,.....

Bosonic Coordinates(normal spacetime coordinates)
Fermionic (Grassmann) Coordinates (Grassmann Numbers)

Supersymmetry is the symmetry group of grassmann
coordinates. 

SUSY generators mix bosonic and fermionic coordinates.



But there’s still no evidence for SUSY blackhole !!

Maybe String theory and alternative
gravity theories can help us formulate

SUSY Blackhole



In this study, we have investigated the modified Reissner-Nordström metric in Lyra's geometry by
computing the modified field equations and obtaining expressions for 𝑒^𝜆 and 𝑒^𝜈. 

Furthermore, we conducted stability analysis to examine the stability of the system and phase space
analysis to gain insights into the dynamical behaviour of the geodesics. Additionally, we studied the
quantum corrections of RN metric.

Expanding the previous knowledge of RN blackhole for a SUSY blackhole.

Summary and Conclusion
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